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What is the difference between a 360 Commander and a 36 Commander 
Sport Cruiser/ Tournament Fisherman? 
By Jim Wick September 2013 
 
This was going to take a little digging to answer.  It has come up before and I hoped that 
once and for all the question would be put to rest.   
 
CCHMG is a FDA36 and that was boat that boat that ran (with some modifications and 
upgrades) until 1986.   
 
The FFA36 was a MK and there were only 2 built. 
 
Both were called Commander Tournament Fisherman.  Some of the 1973's were called 
Commander Sports Sedan. The 360 designation did not happen until 1978 or 1979 when 
the FDA and the MG were dropped and the hull number would be something like 
CCH01230578-360. 
 
I decided to find out what the difference was between the FDA and the FFA.  So, I started 
with the underwater castings to see if they were different.  SOB!  In my '72 through '74 
"Service Department Underwater Parts" there was NO 36' listings.  Nothing.  In the 
'74/'75 there was the FDA 36 Tournament Fisherman with 427's and 454's listed. All with 
1-3/8" running gear. 
 
Next, I went to my 1973/1974 "Propeller List" and there is FDA-36-000 and engines 
listed 427, 504 Cummins, 316 Cats, and 555 Cummins, and no 454's.  All 1-3/8" running 
gear. 
 
Also, there was an FFA-36-0001 with 427's and 1-3/8 shafting. And right below was 
FFA36-0002 with 1-1/2" shafting and the engines were "Thorobred with 2:1 reduction 
gear.  I never knew about that engine or that the boat came with that engine.   
 
One other small interesting tidbit was that the FDA with 427's and reduction gear of 2.5:1 
had 22X26" T36 props.  The FFA36-0001 with same 427's and the same reduction gear 
took 22X23 T36 props. So there was some difference between the FDA and FFA., maybe 
tuna tower or other additional fishing related stuff.   
 
I am 90% sure the hulls were the same.  Layouts could have been different.   
 
But to answer your question, FDA's were called "Commander Tournament Fisherman" 
and the bait wells and fishwells and fighting chairs and all that stuff were subject to 
change from year to year and sometimes from boat to boat.  
 
FFA's might have been experimental boats Or custom built for some VIP in the company 
or New York headquarters.  If someone wants to know more about those 2 boats, the 
Mariner's Museum might have some additional pieces of the puzzle.  Their "Essential 
Guide" shows a couple differences:  draft on the FDA is 36" and on the FFA it is 38" and 
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that is interesting because the FFA is 4000 pounds lighter!  The other specs are the same. 
(And they don't mention the "Thobred" engine). 
 
 
So, that might help or might just add to the confusion. 
 
Jim Wick LPX 
 
 
360 Commander 
Model years: 1973 - 1986 
Serial numbers: CCHMG,  CCFMG and CCHDA 
Number of hulls built: Estimate 300 
Length x Beam: 36' X 13' 
Draft / Weight: 36" / 22,600 lbs 
 
Comments: Built for many years, both in Florida and Michigan.  In the early years the boat 
had 1-3/8" running gear.  In 1981, the running gear was up-graded to 1-1/2" for gas and 1-
3/4" for diesel.  Major bridge redesign in 1984.   
Related Information: 

� Floor 
plan: 
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36 Sport Cruiser/Tournament Fisherman 
 
 

 
 
Model years: 1973 – 1977  
Serial numbers: FDA-36-001 to FDA-36-131 and FFA-36-001 to FFA-36-002 
Number of hulls built: 133 
Length x Beam: 36' 0" x 13' 0" 
Draft / Weight: 36" / 22,600 - 25,300 lbs 
Comments: There were two 36' Tournament Fisherman models built within hull series FFA-
36 in 1973. 
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1978 36 Sport Cruiser/Tournament Fisherman Floor Plans 
 

 


